
Our history is the story of how here in the Auxerrois, a region in the 
northern part of winegrowing Burgundy, men and women over generations 
have shaped the land on which our vineyards grow. It is this terroir –hard 
yet rewarding, famed for its quality from time immemorial– that binds us 
together. Plowing, clearing the furrow along the row, planting, pruning 
all winter long... Seventy winegrowing families devote themselves to the 
vines year-round to ensure that the grapes, ripening in the best possible 
conditions, attain their finest expression.

In spring and summer, they trim the canopy and debud the old wood (the 
vines’ reserves thus spared from useless growth). As summer turns to 
autumn, they harvest the grapes by hand and bring them in to the Caves 
Bailly Lapierre, their mutually-owned company.

Inheritors of a very long winegrowing tradition, these men and women 
first combined their efforts in 1972. At this time, together with others, 
they set up a project to create an appellation d’origine contrôlée –A.O.C.– 
“Crémant de Bourgogne”. In 1975, a statute officially recognised their 
wine: it became France’s first Crémant appellation (along with that of the 
Loire Valley winegrowers).

Since then they have not ceased to refine their skills, both in vineyard and 
winery, their wines achieving even greater purity, balance and incisive 
finesse... the truly noble expression of this outstandingly original terroir.

Saint-Bris-le-Vineux, 

CHITRY-LE-FORT, COULANGES-LA-VINEUSE, IRANCY AND ALSO AUXERRE, CHAMPS, 
CHABLIS, CHÂTILLON-SUR-SEINE, CHICHERY, COLLAN, ESCOLIVES, JOIGNY, JUSSY, 
LIGNORELLES, MASSANGIS, MIGÉ, MOUFFY, NANGIS-QUENNE, POILLY-SUR-SEREIN, 
PRUSY, QUENNE, SAINT-QUENTIN-LE-VERGER, SAINT-SATURNIN, VAUX, VENOY  
AND VINCELLES.

JUNE 2018

Bailly, our village here in Burgundy, is the birthplace 
of the AOC Crémant de Bourgogne. Since 1972, in an 
underground quarry providing unique natural condi-
tions, we have produced sparkling wines that belong 
to a world of enchantment.
They come from superb noble grapes, hand-harvested 
then vinified and patiently matured. The outstanding 
qualities of these wines are recognised far and wide : 

purity, delicacy, freshness, vivacity, the ability to age well...
This year we have opted to refashion our image, "outfitting" our wines with new dress 
to match our brand's ethos and thus enabling them to express with enhanced impact 
our values of joy, terroir, drive, work, liveliness, enjoyment and convivial pleasure. 
The pages that follow will acquaint you with the some of the first changes that we 
hope will please you and at the same time help all of us to forge ahead. There’s a real 
sparkle to life – let’s not forget it!

Emmanuel Hamon, General Manager
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DISCOVER OUR 
NEW PACKAGING…

It's not revolutionary, 
but we've opted for 
a more elegant look,
and some products 
have "grown"!



The winegrowers at Bailly Lapierre grow and use the 
whole range of Burgundy’s finest grape varieties: Pinot 
Noir and Gamay for the reds, Chardonnay and Aligoté 
for their whites. A delicate, longlasting sparkle whose 
purety reveals the lively freshness and aromatic quality 
of the original base wines...

A balance that is the hallmark of Bailly Lapierre 
Crémants: from the bedrock... yet finely chiselled, 
carrying you away with their intense, mineral freshness. 
Truly an expression of Burgundy’s rich heritage.

In the unvarying coolness and soft light of the 
underground vaults and passages, the cellarmaster 
oversees the seried racks of bottles while the natural 
yet magical phenomenon gives rise to the sparkle 
and fizz.

Whichever of our sparkling wine you choose -Réserve, 
Rosé, Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Noir & Blanc or original 
blends from Pinot Noir specially for winelovers-, you 
are sure to find a Crémant to set your taste buds going 
and match each moment of enjoyment and pleasure.

IN THE BUBBLES FAMILY…

ROSÉ
BRUT

fresh 
and fruity

RÉSERVE
BRUT

well-rounded 
and fresh

NOIR & BLANC
BRUT

harmonious 
and balanced

PINOT NOIR 

BRUT

deep 
and original 

CHARDONNAY
BRUT

fine 
and mineral

BAIGOULE
EXTRA-DRY

fruity 
and enticing

ÉGARADE
BRUT VINTAGE

   deep 
and pure 

RAVIZOTTE
EXTRA-BRUT

intense 
and clearcut

GOGAILLE
DEMI-SEC

fresh 
and smooth

VIVE-LA-JOIE
BRUT VINTAGE

outstanding bubbles

VIVE-LA-JOIE ROSÉ
BRUT VINTAGE

NAMES 
WHICH 
SPEAK 
VOLUMES…

Bubbles galore by Pinot  Noir…

Deep,  
Clearcut,  

Spontaneous…

Indicates the last-born  
in a family.  

Feminine gender in 
French, used for a young 

girl born much later  
than her oldersiblings.

 

Pure,  
Natural,  

Concentrated…

Feminine gender in French.
Meaning a mysterious 

evening stroll, it derives 
from the verb s’égarer 
that means ”to loose 

one’s way” -hence the 
mysterious element.

Fresh,  
Smooth, 

Mouthwatering…

Great food with plenty to 
share. Hearty meal. Faire 

Gogaille -Tuck in and 
enjoy it!

Complex,  
Lively,  

Fruity…

Very talkative.

VIVE-LA-JOIE 
noun: masculine, invariable

1. fun-lover, bon vivant.  
e.g.: He’s a vive-la-joie!

2. Exclam.: Shout of people partying, 
having a good time.

“Vive la joie !… cried a man whose throat 
was dry” (Balzac, Annette, 1824). 

 

"Crémants are sometimes perceived as low-end wines, 
whereas they are actually niche products… We should 
position ourselves as such and take pride in doing so. 
We offer 14 varieties, from the Reserve, the cornerstone 
of our range and the easiest to drink, which can be 
opened for any occasion, to the Vive-la-Joie variety, 
available in white and rosé. These are rather exceptional 
wines, vintages, aged for long periods in our cellars. 

Technically, we ensure that no wine ever falls below the 
Reserve quality level. Next we taste, sort and categorise the 
wines just like diamonds. My aim is to retain lots of freshness 
and complexity in the wines and to position our Crémants at 
the top end, to persuade people that they can be served at a 
wedding ceremony, for example…"

Le Point, June 2017

AWARDS…SYLVAIN MARTINAND, Oenologist at Bailly Lapierre Cellars

“We categorise wines just like diamonds”

Effervescents du Monde 
Gold medal: L’inattendu 
Silver medal: Pinot Noir, Réserve, Rosé and Baigoule  
Bronze medal: Égarade, Gogaille and Ravizotte.

Bettane+Desseauve Prix Plaisir 
Gold medal: L’inattendu 
Bronze medal: Vive-la-Joie rosé 2010 

Concours National du Crémant 
Gold medal: Vive-la-Joie blanc 2010 

Concours Général Agricole 
Gold medal: L’inattendu, Réserve 
Bronze medal: Rosé

In 2018, as in previous years, our Crémants de Bourgogne have won awards 
in the main French and international competitions:

http://www.lepoint.fr/dossiers/vins/vins-ete/bourgogne-sylvain-martinand-des-caves-bailly-lapierre-06-07-2017-2140978_748.php
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3 QUAI DE L’YONNE - HAMEAU DE BAILLY

CS10003 - 89530 SAINT-BRIS-LE-VINEUX - FRANCE

TEL. +33 (0)3 86 53 77 77 - FAX +33 (0)3 86 53 80 94
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 : a genuine, authenticated origin
Our Crémants combine the 
elegance of the grape varieties that 
have made Burgundy famous with 
the delicate finesse of the perfect 
sparkle. Our wines benefit from 
an appellation d’origine contrôlée 
–A.O.C.– which attests to their 
outstanding level of quality, quality 
confirmed by the large number 
of awards won and ever-growing 
recognition worldwide.

Exactly as for still wines, it is the 
quality of the grapes and, thus, 
the quality of the work done in 
the vineyards which underlie the 
ultimate quality of Bailly Lapierre’s 
Crémants. Our goal is to retain 
in every bottle the inspirational 

outlook of the winegrower as he 
oversees the slow transformation of 
the fruit of his vines. 

In the long sequence of stages 
that brings forth Crémant from the 
grapes, each step is the object  
of the utmost care:
• hand-picked grapes
• transport of the harvest in open-

sided bins of 45kgs to eliminate 
any damage to the berries

• airbag presses
• must obtained on the basis  

of 100 litres of juice from 150kgs  
of harvest: 75% first pressing,  
25% second or later pressings

• both yeast and malolactic 
fermentations carried out, blending 

of separately-made wines, then 
preparations for bottling that is 
carried out after January 1st

• extended maturing, 16-18 months 
on average, bottles inverted on 
racks in the unvarying natural cool 
and half-light of the underground 
cellars hewn out of the limestone 
bedrock. It is during this period 
that the wine’s natural sparkle 
develops

• two-stage certification by the 
INAO (Institut National de 
l’Origine et de la Qualité): first 
the base wines, then the finished 
wines off the racks.
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BAILLY LAPIERRE, 
"VIVE-LA-JOIE", 

CRÉMANT DE BOURGOGNE, 
2009

Pinot Noir and Chardonnay are 
brought together here in a sparkling 
version, releasing joyous aromas.

A flawless, must-try Crémant, 
particularly good with cockles: their 
touch of fattiness will bring out all its 
vivacity and minerality. A combination 
offering remarkable length.

Laure Gasparotto,
M Le Magazine du Monde, 17/02/2018

OUR GRAPES COME FROM A FEW VILLAGES IN BURGUNDY:
SAINT-BRIS-LE-VINEUX, CHITRY-LE-FORT, COULANGES-LA-VINEUSE, IRANCY…

http://WWW.BAILLY-LAPIERRE.FR

